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is the #1 selling screenwriting software for screenwriters, TV writers, etc. Written in simple language, so that any reader can
write their own script. Presentation: 1. Four main presentation functions: 2. How to create a presentation 3. Classic presentation
4. Flash presentation. 5. A Practical Way to Create a Flash Presentation 6. Maximum reduction of time to create a presentation.

7. 4 ways to create your own presentation system How to compose and format the text? Below is my Classic Presentation
feature, which I wrote about in detail in 3 Books That Changed My Idea of â€‹â€‹Information and 5 Books That Made Me

Money and Moved My Career. Screenplay for the film: 1) Influence of casting on the result 2) Cash hit 3) Effective structure 4)
Pros and cons of introducing characters 5) Individual scenario 6) Sound effects. preliminary structure one). How to compose a
composition (script) 2). How to choose a genre 3). What genre to choose 4). 1 lesson needed five). Three steps to success at a
certain stage of filming 6). Bonuses that can be received for development 7). Thematic processing. Preparing for filming 1):
What and how to photograph? 2): Where and how to shoot? 3): How to plan shooting? 4): Time frame 5): Advertising in the

background 6): Who will play the main roles? 7): Beware of children 8): Exercises to develop the vision of the scene 9): Camera
settings for lighting 10): Shooting LEDs 11): Ability to shoot a pistol 12): Chemistry and Physics 13): Call to Hollywood and
how to pass the casting 14): Protecting the financial side of the project 15): The money is collected, what's next? 16): Proper

casting and selection of actors 17): Well, how to choose the right actor? 18): Filming with actors 19): Document
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